CERN ENTREPRENEURSHIP MEET-UP

Vetle Nilsen
vetle.nilsen@cern.ch
cern.ch/knowledgetransfer
WHAT?

Informal meetings every other “Wednesday” at 18:00

For people interested in innovation and entrepreneurship

Started in March 2015 as an experiment
WHY?

Meet and discuss

Share experiences

Learn
PREVIOUS TOPICS

Starting a CERN spin-off

Business models

Project presentations

CTI support for entrepreneurs

How to pitch your project

Pitching competition

Entrepreneurial finance

Open entrepreneurship

Business plans

Why proprietary tech matters
PITCHING COMPETITION

July 8th 2015

13 Participants
GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK

The world’s largest celebration of the innovators and job creators

16th-20th of November

Panel discussion at IdeaSquare
Tuesday 17th at 18:00
NEXT MEET-UP

21st of October 2015
18:00 in Room C (61/1-009)

Topic to be decided
CERN BIC Network

UK – STFC-CERN BIC
Netherlands – NIKHEF-CERN BIC
Norway – NTNU BIC of CERN Technology
Greece – Technopolis BIC of CERN Technology
Austria – Austria BIC of CERN Technology
France – InnoGEX BIC of CERN Technology
Finland – Finnish BIC of CERN Technology
Thank you

Website:
cern.ch/kt/meet-up

Mailing list:
cern.ch/go/DxV9

Contact:
vetle.nilsen@cern.ch